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Deep within rocky, terrestrial planets - including Earth - scientists infer the presence of metallic 
cores, but these lie unreachably far below the planets' rocky mantles and crusts. Because we cannot 
see or measure Earth's core directly, Psyche offers a unique window into the violent history of 
collisions and accretion that created terrestrial planets. The mission Psyche is a journey to the 
unique M-type (metal-rich) asteroid called 16 Psyche orbiting the Sun between Mars and Jupiter. 
The Psyche spacecraft includes an imager, magnetometer, a gamma-ray spectrometer, and NASA’s 
Deep Space Optical Communications (DSOC) technology demonstration. In this talk, I will 
describe my journey from Nebraska to the far reaches of the solar system, the objectives and 
architecture of the Psyche mission, and my work as an End-to-End Information System (EEIS) 
Engineer. The EEIS is a virtual system responsible for the data flow and communication 
architecture through Psyche’s subsystems. The system is defined by how the flight, mission, and 
launch systems work together to enable Psyche’s data flows (uplink, downlink, spacecraft, and 
ground), as well as validate, account for, process, distribute, and store Psyche’s data. This data 
includes spacecraft commands, spacecraft health, and instrument science data. I am specifically 
responsible for the concept formulation of the information system, its design architecture, as well 
as the implementation of the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) standards 
in the flight to ground interface to ensure NASA-JPL is able to communicate with the Psyche 
spacecraft while it is around 370 million kilometers away from Earth. 
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